FEEL

MASTERY
WEAR

POWER
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Get the perfect
magnification level
for all your procedures
with only one loupe.
- 4.5 - 5.5 - 6
.4
3.6

Kepler Advanced is the groundbreaking adjustable
magnification loupe brought to you by ExamVision.
Thanks to its Turn`N´Click system, switch magnifications
easily in a single motion to achieve perfect precision for
any procedure.
Enjoy the following benefits that make Kepler Advanced

Turn`N´Click system
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rise above the adjustable magnification loupe market:
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4 magnifications
in 1 loupe
The only loupe with
4 magnifications, for
unrivalled versatility.
Magnifications:
3.6x - 4.5x- 5.5x - 6.4x

Highest adjustable
magnification
on the market
Up to 6.4x
magnification, for
enhanced precision
and ergonomics
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The world’s lightest
adjustable loupe

Durable quality
components

Kepler Advanced is
more than 20 grams
lighter than other
comparable loupes,
for ultimate comfort

Handmade in Denmark
with titanium and
carbon fibre composite,
and featuring worldclass, cutting-edge lenses

The world’s lightest
adjustable magnification loupe,
fully loaded with exceptional features
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1. Four magnifications
in one loupe, with easy
adjustment via its
Turn`N´Click system:
3.6x - 4.5x - 5.5x - 6.4x

3. Adjustable declination
angle up to 40° for
optimised posture and
tailored working distance
from 32 cm to 65 cm

2. Lightweight from
just 75 grams

4. Unique advanced
prismatic system
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5. Made with titanium
and carbon fibre
reinforced composite

7. Compatible with
ExamVision´s LED
light systems
8. Optional Eye Protect
System™ available

6. Optional BlueLight
Protection

9. Accommodates
your prescription
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Advanced optical
technology for all your
magnification needs
From diagnostics to near-microscopic

At ExamVision we explore and master

magnification needs, Kepler Advanced

optical technologies to offer you superior

ensuresyou achieve perfect sharpness

solutions. Three Red Dot Design Awards

of vision, while maintaining a comfortable,

are testament to this commitment to

ergonomic position.

excellence. Our loupes are 100% custommade for all your work and vision demands.

Kepler Advanced is specifically designed

Key magnification specifications:
Adjustable magnifications
Easy Turn`N´Click Tecnology

3.6x

4.5x

5.5x

6.4x

Field of view (at 40 cm)

7 cm

6 cm

5 cm

4 cm

Depth of Field (at age 40 years)*

8 cm

6 cm

5 cm

3.5 cm

* Can vary with accommodation ability. Younger eyes will achieve greater depth of field.

Kepler Advanced is ideal for the following:

for expert users within the dental and

Get in touch with our highly trained

medical sectors who want to upgrade to

specialists and see for yourself how far

a more powerful, high-end loupe. It is

Kepler Advanced will take you.

intricately handmade with exclusive loupe

All-day use for general procedures
and diagnoses
Intricate procedures that require high
magnification, while providing the right
depth of field for optimised ergonomics
Near-microscopic magnification with the
freedom and comfort of a non-static position

technologyand sophisticated materials.
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Working
distance
From 32
to 65 cm

Your upgrade awaits.
Ready for mastery and power?
Contact your local dealer for your very
own pair of Kepler Advanced loupes.

www.exam-vision.com
Follow us on:
facebook.com/ExamVisionDK
instagram.com/examvision/

